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DISCLAIMER: This whitepaper and the CAT token which you are reading about is a social
experiment in the DeFi industry. What this means is that you should complete research and
trading decisions on your own. CAT token does not provide financial, legal or other advice. All
information provided here about CAT token is for the CAT token community and the charities
who may benefit from donations made by the development team. Please do not overextend
yourself when becoming involved in this project financially or otherwise. No one from the
CAT token team will ever reccomend buying or selling CAT Token for any purpose. Our team
would probably tell you to pet or adopt a cat or get one of those large cat house tree things
that will be too big for your living room.

Welcome to the wonderful world of DeFi and CAT Token! This
is a unique industry where we can explore how to empower
users of our product envisioning new ways to grow digital asset
models to benefit themselves, others, cats and related charities.
It’s interesting when we can change our perspective about how
the world works, how we can solve problems or how we can
create something such as a community of people who support
one another through our token.
From FIAT currency to Ethereum to CAT token, value is
transferred across digital platforms. From the growth of our
community, we plan for CAT token to expand in its reach to you
and our beneficiaries in charities.
As you read through this whitepaper, we would like you to
consider by the end of this document how different it is
experiencing the use of blockchain technology to grow our
community. We can take our small community to a large one,
witht the help of permissionless blockchain technology allowing
us to choose freely where we share digital assets.
From trading CAT token on exchanges to chatting on telegram,
trading NFT’s and more, we feel that you are the most important
part of all of this within our project. Thank you for reading our
whitepaper, your support and your contributions to what we are
creating. We appreciate you in so many ways.

The CAT Token Team
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Token & Community
Meow, Meow, Meow. . . . . Meow.

Twitter

One thing we hate to see is a digital asset that has no following.
The size of a community is everything in any business, family,
organization or project. That is why we are thrilled to see the
growth of our community, all thanks to people like you!

The old nickname as you know is “Crypto-Twitter”, and we
embrace this. It’s very importand to us to be a part of Twitter
where many ideas are exchanged about digital assets. From
businesses to influencers, this is ground zero for our project.
Twitter is where we will release airdrops, release news on
CAT token, build partnerships and more. What you can help
to achieve with our team and our project on Twitter will be
measurable with followers and conversations, but immesurable
in how the public will have an affinity about CAT token.

Our goal is to build CAT token and see where we can take it.
Through carefull planning we already understand the power
of what we can accomplish. Growing this project is a social
experiment as already stated. From this, opportunities exist to
benefit others. This can be accomplished through enjoyment of
our community and with charities which we will donated to.
See further pages in this document about the token distribution
which will enable all of our plans which you are a part of. The
entire concept of this token was born from comparing to DOGE
coin. We are big fans of that project as it also was built from
nothing and has become a useful digital asset around the world.
If you have already joined one of our communities on Twitter
and Telegram, then you will have seen the interesting people
intermingling with thoughts, ideas, games and more! As our
community expands, we want to hear from you, learn about your
opinion and ideas. So please share and comment on our activity.
Be a part of CAT token and experience this journey with us.

Telegram
One of the next places we harbour and
share our community members is in
our Telegram group. The amount of
engagement that we see along with other
activities such as gaming and sharing
is blowing our minds. It’s hard for us to
show our grattitude to our community in
relaton to how thankful we are. What we
love is seeing everyone interact, create
and experience each others ideas.
Trading, market updates, and Crazy CAT!
Have you played Crazy CAT? It’s fun. Check
it out with @Gamee on Telegram. Try to
beat the scores from our followers!
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Distribution
Watching how our project operates will give you a keep sense about what CAT token is all about.
It is most important to our development team that we stay true to our plans. A whitepaper such
as this though needs to have some areas of firm adhesion and other areas which can be flexible.
Token distribution is paramount to trusting a digital currency. These numbers will not change as
our team is committed to upholding our reputation for CAT token.
From airdrops to the release of tokens on exchanges in liquidity pools, the goal is to assign
the final distribution dates by the end of 2020. This timeline may advance and we will keep the
community updated. Distribution depends on opportunities to list new liquidity pools.
As CAT token expands as a project, our team will be liquidating tokens in very small amounts and
funding charities such as CAT shelters around the world. We need your input for shelters that
need support! We will announce the events and when we need this information so that we can
receive the suggestions from you.

Our teams token was minted with 15,000,000 CAT.
Shortly after launch, to encourage scarcity of the token, we burned 4,000,500 tokens.
Re-maining tokens totalling 11,000,000 CAT are split between our development team, airdrops,
marketing and primarily exchanges.
These percentages may fluctuate slightly upon distribution, but not for the development team.
Any updates to this distribution will be made via Twitter and also Telegram.

Airdrops

Burn

10%

27%

Marketing Exchanges

Team

Imagine how distribution of CAT token will be shared around the world and also how it’s
purchasing power will be directed to charities in need!
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10%

33%

20%
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NFT Creation
If you haven’t experienced the fun and the power of Non-Fungible Tokens, then you are in for a
treat. We are big on this digital way to enjoy collectables. The plan which will be rolled out includes
pairing CAT Token with our custom NFT’s.
How will we do this? By simple correlation and incentivising the collecting of these NFT’s. We will
be setting bounties, rewards and challenges for the CAT Token community. From achievements
being met in collecting, to real world tasks only given to NFT holders, we will create opportunities
for rewards, and connect those to our community members.
On top of this, voting rights will be created for CAT Token and CAT Token NFT owners to decide on
what we should do with our community, and funds which are dedicated to the charties which are
helping cats around the world.
What we are most excited about is that these sort of incentivized actions, have never been
paired before in this manner. If we are successful, we will have created multiple layers of our own
achievements, and hopefully we can help some kitties around the world who will be purring from
what we have done.

How can you get involved?
Join our telegram community.
Follow us on Twitter.
Share your thoughts and ideas with us.
@itscattoken
https://t.me/mycattoken
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Charities

It is increasingly possible to convert digital currencies such as CAT token into spendable funds.
We can do this from exporting via digital exchanges to other assets with crypto debit cards,
paypal accounts and other ways.
As we enable these spending methods of liquidating tokens in small amounts, we will select
charities, typically cat and pet shelters who need assistance. These facilities will be chosen by the
CAT token community through suggestions and voting.

If you know of a CAT shelter which needs donations, please let us know by a DM on Twitter. We
will compile this information and hopefully be able to change the lives of some cats in need.
Sharing this with our community is where we feel that our team will have succeeded. There may
also be other ways that we can donate in the sense of a charity such as buying food, supplies and
other items needed for pet shelters. This may also be a very viable method to benefit charities to
ensure transparency and knowing where funds are spent.

What ideas do you have? Share with us on Twitter @itscattoken
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Thank You!
CAT Token would like to thank everyone who
contributes to our community which we feel is
a way to bring people together, experience DeFi
and help some real life cats along the way.

If you have questions, comments or suggestions,
please reach out to us on Twitter or Telegram. We
would love to hear from you, and look forward
to sharing our progress with you as our project
progresses.

Contact Info
@itscattoken
https://t.me/mycattoken

